Abstract-With the popularity of social networks, users interact with each other and comment on current events through online social network more and more frequently,how to extract the hot topic has become the focus of natural language processing research.In this paper, we propose a hot topic extraction method based on micro-blog popularity. Combining the heat of microblog and word2vec model to assign weight for each word, and we use bidirectional LSTM to conduct document semantic coding and single-pass method for topic mining.The experiment results show that the proposed method performs better and has stronger robustness than the traditional topic detection method.
INTRODUCTION
Online Social Networks(OSN) have gradually become popular in daily life and become one of the most important media for users to interact with each other, comment on current events and keep track of topics,like Facebook ,Twitter as well as Weibo. By 2016 there are more than 2.2 billion registered users in Facebook. In the second quarter of 2017, there are more than 2 billion active users in Facebook. How to effectively extract the topic of the user's published content has become the focus of the current natural language processing research.
Social media text data contain many new words, abbreviations and emoticons and the length of text is relatively short ] 2 , 1 [ .This type of text data contains more noise,so the text matrix yield by topic model is extremely sparse and difficult to analysis and calculate.Commonly used probability topic model LDA and its variants ] 
[
can display the semantic information of the texts through taking topic as the expression of the middle layer features.However, this model treats each word as an entity without considering the contextual relationships between words and the temporal dependencies.The machine-learning based approach is mainly used to process ordinary texts, using words as a basic attribute, represent texts as sets of words, and apply machine learning In addition,the development of deep learning provides a new research direction and technical method for the topic mining . Recently, word embedding and recurrent neural network (RNN) have become a research focus of deep learning in natural language processing.The word embedding method is to express the vocabulary as a dense real number vector on a lowdimensional space,in this way, the expression of lexical semantic features and the construction of language model can be realized.
However, the current study of hot topics mining in the OSN media mainly focus on the level of text, ignoring the interactivity of online social network:every text published by users hide a lot of social information.For example,the more the text was commented and forwarded ,the more probability that text contain the hot topic.Therefore, based on the above ideas, we propose a heat-based topic mining method.In this paper,the main works are as followed:
Given that the word2vec model can not distinguish the importance of words in the text,we give each word a value based on the tweets popularity and reconstruct word embedding model.
Using LSTM to encode documents and characterize the dependencies between words, and we apply single-pass clustering method to mine the topic model. .
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review the prior study on the issue of hot topic mining. Social media text expression is not standardized, and there is a large number of short text messages, to solve such problems, Danushka and Liu et.al proposed the use of search engines and hownet to expand the original text with the aim of weakening the low-frequency feature words on the clustering results.However, the methods are implemented by introducing a large number of external features,as a result the excessive time consumption is not suitable for large-scale expected research.
In terms of the expression of words, word embedding has become a very popular tool in recent years and is widely used in every aspects of natural language processing. Collobert .The framework includes match-LSTM, a match expression model for questions and sentences, and a weboriented Point Net for answer constraints that effectively enable reading comprehension on large datasets. The popularity of the Encoder-Decoder framework has led to many enhancements to codecs, and attention models ] 22 [ are the most powerful and most powerful enhancements available today.The attention model decodes the Decoder output to give a different weight to each input to the Encoder so that the weight of the input that is more important to the current output becomes larger.
III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Definition of Micro-Blog Heat
Our thinking about the way of calculating blog heat comes from the description of self-information in information theory:a small probability event contains a large amount of information, at the same time a large probability event contains a small amount of information.So the valve of the information in event A is defined as formula (1) :
Learning from the idea of calculating the valve of information, assuming that the number of comments on a micro-blog m is r, the forwarding number is s, the definition of the micro-blog heat is shown in formula(2)
The heat of micro-blog is equal to the sum of the heat of the term in the micro-blog. Therefore, when there are N words in the micro-blog, the heat calculation formula of a single word is described as formula(3):
Word2Vec model Word embedding is a good way to express lexical features, and the vocabularies are expressed as dense real number vectors in low-dimensional space.Word2Vec is the most widely used word embedding technology,including two kinds of models:CBOW and Skip-Gram.The CBOW model uses the remaining words in the context to predict the probability of generating the target word,and Skip-Gram uses the target vocabulary to predict the probability of other terms in the context.Compared with the CBOW model, Skip_gram has higher semantic accuracy at the expense of higher computational complexity.This paper is based on the SkipGram model to improve the training of word vectors, so the prediction of contextual probability is defined as (4):
Word2vec applies a layered softmax function to improve computational efficiency,combined with the layered softmax function, equation (4) can be expanded to formula(5): 
When training the model of word embedding, the robustness of the model is often enhanced by introducing some words that are not found in the corpus as negative samples,these negative samples can be pre-generated by negative sampling
.The objective function of Skip-Gram model trained with negative sample is shown in formula(6): 
Document Semantic Coding Based on LSTM
Automatic coding machine is a artificial neural network,using self-supervised learning to encode input samples ,in order to achieve the purpose of reducing the data sample dimension.It is mainly divided into two parts:Encoder and Decoder.The encoder mainly compresses the original data into the output code:
The decoder will restore the output code closely to the original data:
In order for the automatic coder to retain the primary information in the original sample, the optimization goal is set as formula(9):
LSTM coding framework is divided into five layers,taking the word embedding expression of all the keywords in the document as input and the overall semantic embedding of the document as output. The details of these five levels are as follows:
Word embedding presentation layer:This layer is the input layer. Because some documents tend to have more lexicons and some unimportant words that have no direct effect on the expression of the document's theme,in this paper we only select the word embedding with larger heat valve as input,and the word embedding for all words is obtained from word2vec model above.
Bidirectional LSTM hidden layer:Contains two LSTM hidden layers, forward and backward layer,at the same time, each word embedding is connected to both the forward and backward LSTM hidden layer unit,these two hidden layers are connected to the same output.The input word at the moment t is embedded as t E ,the output to the forward LSTM hidden layer cell is Average pooling layer:We use average pooling to process the original eigenvalues and construct new features,as well as realizing the dimension reduction, enhancement and noise filtering of the original valid features.Through averaging all cell values over a certain range,local information can be taken into account,calculation is shown in formula(12):
Where T is the length of the input word embedding sequence.
Semantic encoding output layer:The result of the average pooling layer can be calculated by activating the function to get the final semantic coding vector of the entire document
The dimension of the semantic code vector is consistent with the dimension of the input word embedding in order to facilitate similar calculation.
E. Hot topic clustering
After applying LSTM to semantic encoding, each document exists in the form of a vector in the hidden subject space,and its dimension is much lower than that of the feature space in vector space model.Therefore, we use Single-Pass clustering algorithm to conduct document clustering. After that we get the number of clusters K (that is, the number of topics), and the results of the division of each document on the K topics in the document set.
IV. RESULT EVALUATION
Data set: We used crawlers to crawl over 10,000 microblogs in 15 hot topics in 2016 in Sina Weibo, and selected 200 micro-blogs from each topic,recording the number of each comments and forwarding on each micro-blog.As a result we take a total of 3000 micro-blogs as the experimental data set.
The data set need to be pre-processed before model training,including stop words, high and low frequency words, illegal characters.The word with the frequency of less than 5 in the corpus is considered as the low frequency word, and the word with the frequency more than 20% of the total number of words is considered as high frequency word.
Evaluation Measurement
For the results of the hot topic mining, we use the purity and the normalized information (UMI) as the evaluation measurement, and these two evaluation methods are applicable to the text data with label.
Purity:Purity is used to measure the proportion of correctly clustered documents in the total document. The greater the purity is, the better effect the topic clustering yields.The purity value is calculated as formula (13) .The results of PMI evaluation are often highly consistent with manual evaluation. The higher PMI scores, the stronger semantic coherence topic have.The PMI value is calculated as formula (15): Therefore, in this paper, for each subject word distribution, we only select the first 10 words with the highest probability value to calculate PMI.
Result analysis and comparison
We also implement the classic statistical-based TF*IDF, NTM and LDA algorithm to exact key words from microblog.We conducted several sets of comparative experiments.In the experiment, we set the number of topics as 6, 20, 40, 80 respectively for the experiment of purity, and we set the number of topics as 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 respectively for experiment of NMI.The dimension of word vector size is 300, the experimental results are shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2 From the above two figures we can see,under the Sina Weibo corpus, the proposed HTMH(Hot Topic Ming Based on the Heat of Micro-blog) model has some improvement over other models in terms of purity and normalized mutual information,the purity reaches the maximum when the number of topics is 40,and the normalized mutual information (NMI) gets the highest accuracy when the number of topics is 20,This is also consistent with other models, HTMH has increased by 3% compared with TF * IDF, and increased by 5% compared with LDA.This is because word embedding technique is introduced as a semantic supplement.This makes the semantic relationship between words and subject strengthened.And in the follow-up training process, word embedding and topic model training promote each other, so we can identify the topic more accurately.
We can see from Fig.3 , the HTMH model proposed in this paper has a generally higher PMI valve.It shows that the extracted hot topic has a strong semantic coherence and as the number of subjects increases, the PMI value basically remains unchanged.The traditional LDA model has the lowest PMI because it does not consider the semantic reinforcement of documents and words,NTM is a neural network reconstruction of the LDA model, but it does not take into account the reinforcement of vocabulary and semantics.So it performs relatively poorly. In this paper, we proposed a hot topic mining method based on micro-blog heat,based on the word2vec, we combined the idea of information theory and gave weight to each word. After using bidirectional lstm for semantic encoding, we applied single-pass clustering algorithm to conduct hot topic mining.
We then compared MTMH(Hot Topic Ming Based on the Heat of Micro-blog) model with TF * IDF, LDA and NTM algorithms,and introduced measurement of the topic mining quality,such as purity, NMI and PMI.Through the weibo corpus we proved that the HTMH model performs better on topic mining.
Future research focuses on the impact of sequence on the distribution of topics,in addition,collaborative training of feature expression of topic detection, emotion analysis and word embedding is also the trend of large-scale social media data analysis.
